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Abstract
Peer-to-peer accommodation has generated an ecosystem of platforms with dif-
ferent business models (i.e., for-profit and nonprofit). This study aims to identify 
and compare attributes that influence guests’ experiences as reviewed on the for-
profit platform Airbnb and the nonprofit platforms Couchsurfing.com and Home-
Exchange.com according to a three-dimensional experience theoretical model and 
a methodological approach to interpret these attributes. The study used text-mining 
techniques to analyze 772,768 online travel reviews representing Spain’s four most-
visited cities. Findings show that attributes influencing guests’ experiences in the 
case of nonprofit platforms relate to the authenticity dimension of experience (e.g., 
existential values and travel philosophy). Furthermore, guests reported that their 
guest–host interaction was the most representative attribute and that, unlike with 
Airbnb, such interaction helped to create a more authentic experience. By contrast, 
attributes of guests’ experiences in the case of for-profit platforms related to the 
physical amenities and characteristics that guests would expect to find in hotels. 
Those results can allow destination managers and accommodation practitioners to 
better understand users of peer-to-peer accommodations and thereby design more 
suitable strategies and experiences for them.

Impact statement
Experience is at the heart of the tourism industry. Until now, most research on 
users? experiences in Peer to Peer (P2P) accommodations has examined the for-
profit platform Airbnb, which tends to be similar to experiences in traditional ac-
commodations. Consequently, evidence of guests? experiences from other types 
of P2P accommodation platforms remains limited, which complicates identifying 
the impact of accommodation sharing at destinations and the dynamics generated 
based on perceptions of users? experiences. This article thus provides researchers 
and practitioners with insights into theory and methodologies that can elucidate the 
guest experience in accommodations on nonprofit accommodation platforms. Such 
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insights can support strategies to improve the experiences of backpackers and fami-
lies alike, which stands to increase their loyalty and satisfaction. According to our 
findings, such guests are especially interesting for destinations and provide added 
value, co-create more authentic experiences through host?guest interaction, and are 
potentially more sustainable given their P2P travel philosophy.

Keywords Accommodation sharing · Online travel review · Airbnb · 
Couchsurfing · HomeExchange · Nonprofit platform

1 Introduction

Airbnb is the most-studied for-profit accommodation sharing platform in academic 
research, largely due to its influence on the tourism sector (Medina-Hernandez et 
al. 2020). On for-profit accommodation sharing platforms, hosts list their houses or 
private rooms for guests to rent via the platform, and guests pay a fee for the service, 
also via the platform. Although some authors have considered Airbnb to be part of the 
sharing economy, as a for-profit platform Airbnb has also attracted critical attention 
from other authors who view the platform as hardly representing a sharing econ-
omy model due to its capitalist practices (Murillo et al. 2017). Botsman and Rogers 
(2010) have suggested that the sharing economy enables a move from a culture in 
which users own assets toward a culture in which they share assets. In that scenario, 
the debate focuses on platforms that involve monetary exchange, including Airbnb, 
and their alleged contradiction with the concept of sharing itself. Dolnicar (2020) 
has argued that Airbnb’s paid model cannot be viewed as being either “sharing” or 
“collaborative,” as in “sharing economy” and “collaborative consumption,” but is 
more accurately classified as “paid online peer-to-peer [P2P] accommodation trad-
ing” because it offers a space where noncommercial partners trade goods and services 
on a digital platform. On that count, Perren and Kozinets (2018) have proposed the 
concept of the lateral exchange market to characterize platforms such as Airbnb as 
markets in which actors in a network, who are not necessarily peers and may be pro-
fessionals or not, use intermediary technology to exchange assets. Some authors have 
claimed that, beyond Airbnb, other accommodation sharing models, including those 
followed by nonprofit accommodation sharing platforms, better adhere to the concept 
of accommodation sharing (Medina-Hernandez et al. 2020). Using those platforms, 
guests stay in their hosts’ homes without having to pay any fee for the accommoda-
tion, and, as many authors have shown, users of such platforms primarily seek experi-
ences, not merely accommodations (Wirtz et al. 2019).

According to Pine and Gilmore (1999), consumers have shifted from participat-
ing in an economy of only products and services to the experience economy and, 
beyond looking for quality products and services, now also seek memorable experi-
ences. When it comes to tourism, the accommodation experience is an important 
part of tourists’ satisfaction not only with their trips but also with the destinations 
(Wight 1998; Yang et al. 2019). Indeed, some researchers have argued that experi-
ence is “at the heart of the tourism industry” (Shi et al. 2019). Tourists’ experiences 
are aligned with their behavior, satisfaction, and intent to recommend destinations. 
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Travelers want memorable experiences (Guttentag 2015), and accommodation shar-
ing platforms have helped to construct such experiences (Lalicic et al. 2021). Most 
travelers use P2P accommodation platforms to access authentic local experiences, 
save money, and/or contribute to a more sustainable world, all of which are premises 
of the sharing economy. To date, most research on experiences with accommodation 
sharing has been based on Airbnb, and researchers have not only studied guests’ 
experiences with the hosting service, their emotional experiences in a specific con-
text, and the experiential nature of home-sharing but also compared the accommoda-
tion sharing experience with the traditional accommodation experience (Brochado et 
al. 2017; Kastenholz et al. 2018; Shi et al. 2019; Guo et al. 2019). However, as some 
researchers have claimed, Airbnb can no longer contribute to such experiences due 
to becoming more of an “on-demand” platform than a sharing economy platform 
(Dolnicar 2020). In the typology of lateral exchange markets (Perren and Kozinets 
2018), for-profit platforms such as Airbnb can be regarded as “matchmakers,” which 
mediate service provision between providers and consumers and offering high levels 
of intermediation and low levels of consociality.

By contrast, nonprofit platforms can be viewed as “forums” that connect actors 
and facilitate the flow of services while providing high consociality. Unlike Airbnb, 
nonprofit P2P platforms are digital platforms that facilitate the exchange of accom-
modations and/or lodging services without the primary aim of generating a profit. 
Those platforms often focus on providing a space for individuals to share their living 
spaces, offer hospitality, and/or provide lodging without having a monetary transac-
tion as a central goal. Among them, the nonprofit sharing platform Couchsurfing 
has more than 15 million users of, and the nonprofit accommodation sharing plat-
form HomeExchange has approximately 300,000 members, including 30,000 based 
in Spain. However, limited attention has been paid to attributes influencing guests’ 
experiences as reviewed on nonprofit accommodation platforms such as Couchsurf-
ing and HomeExchange.

To address that gap in the literature, this study seeks to identify and compare the 
attributes that influence users’ experiences with P2P accommodations by examining 
online travel reviews (OTRs) on three P2P accommodation platforms—Airbnb as a 
for-profit model and HomeExchange and Couchsurfing as nonprofit models—in the 
four most-visited cities in Spain. To that aim, we analyzed 765,654 reviews on Airbnb 
and 7,114 reviews on Couchsurfing and HomeExchange—all in English—represent-
ing the total number of reviews on those platforms from 2018 to February 2020. We 
interpreted and contextualized the results according to an adapted theoretical frame-
work of the multidimensional structure of customer experience previously developed 
by various authors. In highlighting travelers’ preferences, the findings can help des-
tination marketing organizations (DMOs) and the tourism and hospitality industry 
at large to understand the dynamics taking place on nonprofit P2P accommodation 
platforms, as well as help platform owners to better understand the implications of 
sharing platforms as business models. In turn, such insights can inform the decision-
making of all parties about adopting measures to improve guests’ experiences.
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2 Literature review

2.1 Nonprofit and for-profit P2P accommodation platforms

P2P platforms, as significant players in the accommodation sharing economy, have 
been categorized in different ways by various authors. Schor and Fitzmaurice (2015) 
have grouped such platforms based on their profit models as either for-profit or non-
profit; however, those categories have been criticized by Zvolska (2015) for not 
considering users’ contributions. By contrast, Voytenko Palgan et al. (2017) have 
developed another taxonomy that identifies free, reciprocal, and rental-based accom-
modations based on user–user interaction (see Table 1). Although free P2P platforms 
are the ones on which there is no monetary exchange between users, free platforms 
can be either for-profit or nonprofit. Meanwhile, reciprocal platforms are ones on 
which there is no monetary exchange between users, but a host can become a guest, 
and vice-versa. Last, rental platforms produce profit for both the platform and the 
hosts.

When it comes to guests’ experiences in accommodations found on sharing plat-
forms, the literature is mostly based on Airbnb, which is considered to be the for-
profit or rental platform with the greatest impact in the tourism industry. Airbnb’s 
exponential growth can be attributed to a confluence of factors that set it apart from 
platforms such as Couchsurfing and HomeExchange. Airbnb’s strategic incorpora-
tion of elements from the sharing economy and the hospitality industry, together with 
its user-friendly interface and innovative marketing strategies, have contributed to its 
widespread adoption. The platform’s integration of private accommodations into tra-
ditional travel experiences, enabled by a transactional model, aligns with the evolving 
preferences of contemporary travelers seeking unique, immersive stays. That growth 
trajectory is echoed by the findings of Knee (2018), who have highlighted Airbnb’s 
ability to leverage network effects and build a vast, diverse user base. Airbnb’s piv-
otal role in shaping the concept of the sharing economy and its capacity to generate 
supplementary income for hosts have likely fueled its exponential expansion and 
differentiated it from the predominantly nonprofit orientation of Couchsurfing and 
HomeExchange. That symbiotic relationship between Airbnb and its hosts and guests 
has contributed to its swift ascent to prominence and showcases a distinct model in 
the broader landscape of P2P accommodation platforms.

Meanwhile, although literature regarding attributes influencing guests’ experiences 
in the case of nonprofit accommodation platforms is limited, other topics concerning 

Table 1 Classification of peer-to-peer (P2P) accommodation platforms according to theory
P2P platforms

Market orientation Nonprofit e.g., Couchsurfing and HomeExchange
For-profit e.g., Airbnb

P2P platforms
User–user interaction Free e.g., Couchsurfing

Reciprocal e.g., HomeExchange
Rental e.g., Airbnb

Sources: Adapted from Schor and Fitzmaurice (2015) and Voytenko Palgan et al. (2017)
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the nonprofit model have attracted increased interest among researchers (Kuhzady et 
al. 2020; Medina-Hernandez et al. 2020), especially in the cases of Couchsurfing and 
HomeExchange. On the one hand, the success of Couchsurfing lies in its exponential 
growth, from approximately 120,000 users in 2014 to 14 million in 2023 in more than 
200,000 cities around the world. As an accommodation network, Couchsurfing pres-
ents a space held by technology where tourists can connect with hosts and stay with 
them without paying any fee for the whole experience. Decrop and Degroote (2014) 
characterized Couchsurfing as offering a form of “integrated tourism” that brings 
tourists and hosts closer and provides a place where users can seek out experiences, 
make social ties, and access “entertainment through human encounters.” On the other 
hand, HomeExchange is a nonprofit P2P platform with 450,000 homes offered in 187 
countries in 2023. Russo and Quaglieri (2014) identified that phenomenon of home 
exchange offered by HomeExchange as principally a “western affair.” HomeEx-
change connects users interested in exchanging their homes via the digital platform 
in exchanges that may be reciprocal or not. The platform creates a scenario in which 
a host can become a guest, and vice-versa, and as it works through a points system in 
which users can accumulate points as they exchange their homes.

The vast majority of literature analyzing the nonprofit business model represented 
by accommodation sharing platforms is based on Couchsurfing. For example, Schuck-
ert et al. (2018) conducted 14 narrative interviews with “Couchsurfers” in Austria who 
generally reported traveling as backpackers and, as such, seeking out diverse social 
interactions with locals that afford them various degrees of familiarity with destina-
tions. They found that the act of “Couchsurfing” constitutes a cultural exchange and 
accommodation experience beyond mere consumption. In another example, Zgolli 
and Zaiem (2018) examined Couchsurfing users’ motivations in exploratory research 
based on a qualitative study. Their findings revealed six major motivations: finan-
cial reasons, cultural experience, the need for social interaction, professional rea-
sons, emotional entertainment, and social responsibility. More recently, Kuhzady et 
al. (2020) investigated the impact of Couchsurfing as a nonprofit accommodation 
platform on destination image and behavioral intentions using data collected from 
travelers who used Couchsurfing while traveling in Turkey. Their results showed 
that involvement in Couchsurfing improved both destination image and revisit inten-
tion. That same year, Santos et al. (2020) performed a sentiment analysis to evalu-
ate whether the personal contact between guests and hosts using Couchsurfing and 
Airbnb might influence the positivity or negativity of their reviews compared with 
reviews of traditional accommodations (e.g., hotels). In other work, Pera et al. (2016) 
quantitatively and qualitatively analyzed the personal profiles of some Couchsurfers 
to know whether storytelling in such profiles might predict personal reputation in the 
P2P community. By contrast, Decrop et al. (2018), using a qualitative approach, ana-
lyzed the motivations and shared values of Couchsurfers and found that users of the 
platform are motivated not only by utilitarian benefits (e.g., money) but also because 
they belong to a community of travelers who are also motivated by their desire for 
new experiences. Meanwhile, compared with the literature on Couchsurfing, the 
literature on HomeExchange is rather scarce, as confirmed by Casado-Diaz et al.’s 
(2020) review. Some studies have examined the characteristics and motivations of 
people who use such nonprofit P2P platforms (Andriotis and Agiomirgianakis 2014; 
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Forno and Garibaldi 2015; Tonner et al. 2016), while other studies have investigated 
the impacts and spatial distribution of the home exchange practice (De Groote and 
Nicasi 1994; Grit and Lynch 2011; Russo and Quaglieri 2014).

2.2 Attributes that influence guests’ experiences on accommodation sharing 
platforms

Lemon and Verhoef (2016) have characterized the customer experience as a “cus-
tomer journey,” a dynamic process starting with a pre-purchase phase (i.e., including 
the search for information) that shifts to the purchase and then post-purchase phases. 
Some researchers have analyzed guests’ experiences in accommodations found on 
nonprofit P2P platforms in relation to the pre-purchase phase, in which guests have 
external information, needs, goals, or motivations to consider while moving to the 
purchase phase. Other literature on user experience with Airbnb covers nearly the 
entire customer journey (Lin et al. 2017). As Casado-Diaz et al. (2020) have shown, 
however, research on accommodation sharing platforms other than Airbnb is limited, 
and there is a lack of information to help practitioners and scholars to understand 
whether there are any differences between P2P accommodation platforms with and 
without monetary exchange and how the business model may influence users’ experi-
ence. For those reasons, we consider it to be important to analyze whether the busi-
ness model of the platform influences the experiences of users.

According to Sheth et al. (1999), the customer experience is subjective and influ-
enced by various circumstances and factors at play in social, cultural, and personal 
dimensions that shape how information is absorbed. More broadly, Pine and Gilmore 
(1999) argued that an experience occurs when a company uses its services and prod-
ucts to engage its customers in creating a memorable event. Adopting that concep-
tualization, they have proposed the term experience economy, in which companies 
have to shift from selling products or services to “designing engaging experiences 
that command a fee.” Customer experience is fundamental to the hospitality and 
tourism industry (Pizam 2010), and because travelers are always seeking new, 
memorable experiences that enrich their trips, accommodation sharing platforms 
have emerged as another option to contribute to that kind of experience. With the 
rapid growth of the accommodation sharing industry, many scholars have examined 
attributes that influence users’ experiences, but most of that research has focused on 
for-profit accommodation platforms, especially Airbnb. Guo et al. (2019), analyzing 
OTRs, studied the attributes that influenced Chinese guests’ experiences and satis-
faction with the P2P accommodation sharing economy platform Xiaozhu in China. 
They found that guests who stayed both in entire houses or apartments and in private 
rooms frequently mentioned “host service,” “cleanliness,” “location and transpor-
tation,” and “living environment”; however, the ones who stayed in entire houses 
cared more about the facilities, whereas those who stayed in private rooms favored 
social interaction. Meanwhile, Tussyadiah and Zach (2017) explored the major ser-
vice attributes of Airbnb reported in guests’ experiences in OTRs. They discovered 
that the attributes that contributed most to guests’ experiences were the location, 
the host, and the facilities and concluded that P2P accommodations appeal to users 
who are driven by social and experiential motivations. By contrast, Cheng and Jin 
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(2019), who also used text-mining techniques, investigated attributes that influenced 
users’ experiences using Airbnb. They revealed that Airbnb users tend to evaluate 
their experiences based on previous experiences with traditional hotels and identified 
three key attributes influencing their experiences: location, amenities, and host. They 
also found that price was not a key attribute of influence.

Other authors, including Lee and Tse (2020), have identified key service attri-
butes from guests’ OTRs on Airbnb. Their findings show that negative experiences 
with accommodations stem from aspects related to amenities, including poor sleep 
quality, unpleasant check-in, or lack of hot water. A multidimensional structure of 
customer experience has been applied as a grounded theory approach in some stud-
ies. For example, Shi et al. (2019) identified six dimensions of Airbnb stays using 
qualitative analysis: spatial presence, social presence, knowledge sharing, activity 
sharing, host interaction, and guest interaction. In another case, Sthapit and Jiménez-
Barreto (2018) used interviews to study the central elements of a memorable Airbnb 
hospitality experience and found that memorable Airbnb experiences related to the 
interaction with the host, the host’s attitude, and the location. By comparison, Li et 
al. (2019) investigated the multidimensional structure of the Airbnb customer experi-
ence to analyze how that experience influenced customer behavior. They identified 
the dimensions of home benefits, personalized services, authenticity, and social con-
nection, all of which were found to influence users’ behavioral intentions.

More recently, in their study on value co-creation within nonprofit accommoda-
tion platforms, Medina-Hernandez et al. (2021) found that a combination of tangible 
and intangible resources facilitates users in co-creating value. A notable aspect is 
the social interaction between guests and hosts, which the platform’s model influ-
ences. For instance, with HomeExchange, social interaction relies on relationships 
with neighbors, locals, and small businesses, among other parties. By contrast, with 
Couchsurfing, the primary co-created value stems from the interaction between 
hosts and guests, for the platform’s operational design is intended to facilitate such 
encounters. With HomeExchange, however, home exchanges may limit the interac-
tion between guests and hosts in some cases.

Table 2 provides a brief literature review of the most recent studies analyzing attri-
butes that influence customer experience on accommodation sharing platforms. As 
can be inferred, most of the research has been based on Airbnb. Moreover, to the best 
of our knowledge, no academic research has been conducted on customer experi-
ence on nonprofit P2P accommodation platforms that analyzes attributes influencing 
guests’ experiences according to dimensions of experience. Past literature suggests 
that the host plays an important role in guests’ experiences; however, it is difficult to 
know to which extent the host is involved throughout the accommodation experience 
on Airbnb due to its rental characteristics. In many cases, the host simply receives the 
guest, brings the key, and does not return in person during the guest’s stay. Given the 
sharing nature of nonprofit platforms, where its users interact regularly throughout 
the stay, leads to experiences for guests that differ from their experiences with Airbnb 
as a for-profit platform.
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Author(s) Context Method Attributes or dimensions
Brochado 
et al. 
(2017)

Airbnb (India, 
Portugal, 
USA)

Identification of dimensions of guests’ experi-
ences via the content analysis of textual data 
from 1,776 online travel reviews (OTRs) 
from the perspective of culture and trends in 
consumer preferences

Stay, Host, Place, Loca-
tion, Apartment, Room, 
City

Tussyadiah 
and Zach 
(2017)

Airbnb (USA) Identification of key content and themes to 
explain service attributes of P2P accommoda-
tions using data-mining techniques, including 
preprocessing, quantitative lexical analysis, and 
visualization, with 41,560 OTRs

Location, Host, and 
Facilities

Cheng et 
al. (2019)

Airbnb (USA) Identification of six thematic characteristics 
of accommodation experiences from the 
viewpoint of trust using mixed methods (i.e., 
computerized thematic content analysis and 
data-mining techniques) to analyze 1,485 
OTRs

Location, Accommoda-
tion Description, Host
Attributes, Social Inter-
action, Overall Rating, 
Buyback attempt, and 
Price

Cheng and 
Jin (2019)

Airbnb (UU.
EE and USA)

Identification of attributes that influence Airbnb 
users’ experience using text mining (i.e., 
unsupervised learning, comparison of themes 
and concepts with the literature, and supervised 
learning) and sentiment analysis (i.e., positive 
vs. negative attitude) of 181,263 OTRs

Location, Amenities, 
and Host

Belar-
mino et al. 
(2019)

Hotels and 
Airbnb (New 
York)

Identification of key attributes of P2P accom-
modations and hotels using mixed methods 
(i.e., quantitative comparative analysis using 
manual coding into eight factors, qualitative 
thematic analysis, and quantitative text mining) 
with 800 OTRs

Professional skills and 
abilities
General services
Room services
Basic service 
convenience
Functional skills and 
abilities
Atmosphere
Host or employee name

Li et al. 
(2019)

Airbnb (USA) Analysis of the multidimensional structure of 
customer experience on Airbnb using a mul-
tiphase method involving a survey to explore 
dimensions and factor analysis, with data 
collected from a sample of 561 Airbnb users in 
the United States

Home benefits
Personalized services
Authenticity
Social connection

Guo et al. 
(2019)

Xiaozhu 
(China)

Identification of major attributes influencing 
Chinese guests’ experiences and satisfaction 
using content analysis and text mining (i.e., 
word frequency, cluster analysis, semantic 
network analysis, and sentiment analysis) of 
26,591 OTRs

Welcome service
Location and 
transportation
Cleaning
Installations
Life conditions
Value for money
Security and privacy

Table 2 Literature on attributes influencing users’ experience as reviewed on peer-to-peer (P2P) accom-
modation platforms
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2.3 Dimensions of experience in accommodation sharing

Regarding customer experience in accommodation sharing, several scholars have 
described the customer experience as a multidimensional concept that involves 
different components. Schmitt (1999a) and Verhoef et al. (2009) agreed on similar 
components, or dimensions, of the consumption experience, namely the cognitive, 
affective, social, and physical components. Moreover, Pine and Gilmore (1999), in 
their conceptualization of the experience economy, have identified four dimensions of 
customer experience: entertainment, education, aesthetics, and escapism. The expe-
rience has also been analyzed from other perspectives as an individual subjective 
construction that may be influenced by specific aspects. For example, McCarthy and 
Wright (2004) have studied customer experience from the perspective of technology 
used and Brakus et al. (2009) from a brand perspective. Although the dimensions that 
influence customer experience that they identified, due to contextual divergences, dif-
fer from those noted by Schmitt (1999a) and Pine and Gilmore (1999), they all agree 
on the existence of the emotional or affective dimension (see Table 3).

As far as the tourism experience is concerned, some researchers have used a multi-
dimensional scale to measure such experiences. For example, Otto and Ritchie (1996) 
developed a four-dimensional scale (i.e., hedonics, peace of mind, involvement, and 
recognition) of the tourism experience. Their scale was confirmed and enlarged by 
Kim et al. (2012), who consequently proposed a seven-dimensional scale (i.e., hedo-

Author(s) Context Method Attributes or dimensions
Lee et al. 
(2020)

Airbnb 
(London)

Identification of P2P key service attributes 
using topic modeling (i.e., Dirichlet alloca-
tion), sentiment analysis, process analysis (i.e., 
process chain network), and co-occurrence, 
longitudinal, and seasonal analysis with 
169,666 OTRs

Amenities
Cleaning
Simplicity
Host attributes (i.e., 
communication, friendli-
ness, and flexibility with 
check-in and check-out)
Transport connectivity

Ding et al. 
(2020)

Airbnb 
(Malaysia)

Structural topic modeling to extract attributes 
of service quality attributes (i.e., involving text 
preparation, covariate setup, and topic number 
estimation) with 242,020 OTRs

Malaysian Airbnb users
Appearance
Location
International Airbnb 
users
Group accommodations
Communication

Our study Airbnb, Ho-
meExchange
Couchsurfing 
(Spain)

Identification and analysis of the attributes 
that influence guests’ experiences using a 
multidimensional framework of customer 
experience, encompassing cognitive, affective, 
and authentic dimensions. based on a data set 
of 772,768 OTRs and using quantitative and 
qualitative methods

The main difference in 
guests’ perceptions of 
nonprofit and for-profit 
P2P accommodation 
experiences is the au-
thenticity aspect, which 
is only emphasized in 
nonprofit platforms 
linked to host-guest 
interaction.

Table 2 (continued) 
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nism, novelty, local culture, refreshment, meaningfulness, involvement, and knowl-
edge) in the construction of a memorable tourism experience. Other authors have 
adapted Pine and Gilmore’s (1999) approach in specific contexts, including tourists’ 
experiences with temple stays (Song et al. 2015). Indeed, research in that field has 
been rather extensive, as shown in Table 3. Regarding tourist experience in rela-
tion to accommodation sharing following a multidimensional theory approach, all 
research conducted so far has been based on Airbnb. In such work, Mody et al. (2017) 
adapted Pine and Gilmore’s (1999) approach in their comparison of customer experi-
ence in hotels versus Airbnbs and added the dimension of hospitableness to the four-
dimensional scale. Moreover, Shi et al. (2019), arguing that the experiential aspects 

Table 3 Literature review of the theoretical model on dimensions of experience
Author(s) Context Dimensions
Dimensions of customer experience
Schmitt (1999a) Consumption experience Sensory (sense), affective (feel), cognitive 

(think), physical (act), and social-identity 
(relate) experiences

Pine and Gilmore 
(1999)

Consumption experience Entertainment, education, aesthetics, and 
escapism

McCarthy and Wright 
(2004)

Technology as experience Sensual, emotional, compositional, and 
spatiotemporal

Verhoef et al. (2009) Customer experience in the 
retail context

Cognitive, affective, emotional, social, and 
physical responses

Brakus et al. (2009) Customer experience with 
brands

Subjective, internal consumer responses 
(i.e., sensations, feelings, and cognition), and 
behavioral responses

Grewal et al. (2009) Customer experience in the 
retail context

Price experience and promotion experience

De Keyser et al. 
(2015)

Consumption experience Cognitive, emotional, physical, sensorial, 
spiritual, and social elements

Dimensions of customer experience in the tourism industry
Otto and Ritchie 
(1996)

Quality of the tourism service 
experience

Hedonics, peace of mind, involvement, and 
recognition

Kim et al. (2012) Memorable tourist experiences Hedonism, novelty, local culture, refreshment, 
meaningfulness, involvement, and knowledge

Song et al. (2015) Tourist experience with temple 
stays

Adapted Pine and Gilmore’s (1999) approach

Su et al. (2016) Tourist experience with na-
tional parks

Adapted Pine and Gilmore’s (1999) approach

Bigne et al. (2020) Memorable tourist experi-
ences versus ordinary tourist 
experiences

Hedonism, novelty, meaningfulness, involve-
ment, knowledge, and serendipity

Dimensions of customer experience in the accommodation sharing sector
Sthapit and Jiménez-
Barreto (2018)

Tourists’ memorable experi-
ences with Airbnb

Adapted Kim et al.’s (2012) approach

Shi et al. (2019) Customer experience with 
Airbnb

Authentic experience and cultural experience

Li et al. (2019) Customer experience with 
Airbnb

Home benefits, personalized service, social 
interactions, and authenticity

Bao et al. (2022) Customer experience with 
Airbnb

Adapted Pine and Gilmore’s (1999) approach
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of accommodation sharing have received limited attention in research, adopted two 
dimensions (i.e., authentic and cultural experience)—both based on a review of tour-
ism experience—in their study on home-based accommodation sharing experiences 
with Airbnb as a reference.

Based on the foregoing literature review, in our study we adopted three major 
dimensions: affective, cognitive, and authenticity. The cognitive dimension was con-
ceived as the previous knowledge or expectations that an individual has about the 
environment (Oliver 1993), as well as the physical and spatial characteristics of the 
resource or place (Marine-Roig 2019). The affective dimension was conceived to 
involve feelings and emotions while in that environment (Schmitt 1999b; Baloglu 
and McCleary 1999; Marine-Roig and Ferrer-Rosell 2018). Last, the dimension of 
authenticity was conceived as an existential perception (Wang 1999). According to 
Wang (1999), existential authenticity arises from the balance between reason and 
emotion and can thus be seen as resulting from both the cognitive and affective dimen-
sions. In the context of P2P accommodations, that concept places particular emphasis 
on the nature of the accommodation sharing experience (Yannopoulou 2013) and 
how it aligns with local values and creates memorable experiences (Adams 1984; Shi 
et al. 2019) and thereby becomes meaningful for the tourist and related to their sense 
of self. Existential authenticity may have nothing to do with the authenticity of tour-
ism objects (Wang 1999) and instead refers to a state of being reached through the 
performance of certain meaningful activities. What matters is the significance of the 
lived experience, which is activity-based, not object-based (Rickly-Boyd 2013). As 
Rickly-Boyd (2013) has explained, “existential authenticity is not created in isolation 
within the individual, but occurs in fleeting moments, informed by social, cultural, 
and physical encounters” in a certain place through action and interaction. Although 
experience is the center of the tourism industry, to our knowledge only little research 
has been conducted on analyzing which attributes influence guests’ experiences in 
P2P accommodations beyond Airbnb, and even less research has been conducted 
using dimensions of the perception of experiences to interpret and categorize those 
attributes.

3 Research method

In this study we employed a combination of quantitative and qualitative approaches. 
Our methodological process followed the general steps of data collection, cleaning, 
pre-processing, and, finally, quantitative content analysis, in which an inductive rea-
soning approach was used to identify the attributes and, in turn, qualitative reason-
ing based on text classification to link those attributes to dimensions of experience 
(see Fig. 1). Attributes emerged after reviewing the OTRs by way of quantitative 
content analysis or text mining. In particular, we analyzed OTRs of users on a for-
profit P2P accommodation platform (i.e., Airbnb) and two nonprofit P2P accommo-
dation platforms (i.e., Couchsurfing.com and HomeExchange.com). Concerning the 
data collection stage, Airbnb reviews were obtained from the website InsideAirbnb 
(www.insideairbnb.com), while reviews on the nonprofit platforms were extracted 
from each platform using the web scraper software WebHarby, version 6.0.1.173, 
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previously used by other authors to access data (Khotimah and Sarno 2018; Laksono 
et al. 2019).

Airbnb is considered in this study due to its importance in the P2P accommodation 
platform sector as the most representative for-profit business model, with 5.6 million 
active listings worldwide as of September 2020 (www.Airbnb.com 2020), while we 
selected HomeExchange and Couchsurfing given their exponential growth as non-
profit accommodation platforms (Casado-Diaz et al. 2020; Kuhzady et al. 2020). 
Spain as a tourist destination, we chose Spain due to its importance as a worldwide 
tourist destination—in 2019, it ranked among the top 10 destinations in terms of 
international tourist arrivals (World Travel Organization 2019)—and given the pro-
liferation of shared accommodations in the country in recent years (Palos-Sanchez 
and Correia 2018). Although other researchers have studied the phenomenon of 
Airbnb in Spain (Adamiak et al. 2019; Huertas et al. 2021; Gutiérrez et al. 2017), 
most of their research involved analyzing patterns in the distribution of Airbnbs and 
their impact on the housing market, gentrification, and pricing issues. As a conse-

Fig. 1 Methodological framework
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quence, there is a lack of information regarding user experience in that context and 
even less information about the possible dynamics created by users of nonmonetary 
P2P accommodation platforms. We thus collected data from listings on those three 
platforms in the four most-visited cities in Spain: Barcelona, Madrid, Seville, and 
Valencia (Instituto Nacional de Estadística de España 2020). Only guests’ reviews in 
English were considered, being that English was the most common language in the 
reviews. OTRs from 2018 through the end of the data collection period (i.e., February 
2020) were extracted. Those years were selected due to the considerable increase of 
users in the nonprofit P2P accommodation platforms that we examined. Data clean-
ing involved automatically selecting reviews in English and eliminating reviews in 
other languages and OTRs with symbols only or without content. That data-refining 
process resulted in a total of 765,654 guest reviews from the for-profit accommoda-
tion platform Airbnb and 7,114 guests reviews from the nonprofit accommodation 
platforms Couchsurfing.com (n = 6,208) and HomeExchange.com (n = 934).

Next, the data were pre-processed so that data-mining techniques could be applied 
to quantitatively analyze the text in the reviews. In that stage, a list of stop words 
(i.e., a list that includes common words occurring in all kinds of sentences, including 
adverbs, prepositions, and words with no meaning) was elaborated and introduced 
to the software. Those stop words were not included in the analysis. American and 
British spellings of words were also unified in that step. Then, the final step, content 
analysis, involves three substeps.

A. First, a keyword frequency analysis and sentiment analysis were conducted. 
The keyword frequency analysis involved counting of how many times a term 
appeared in the text and the density of use, in percentages, throughout the entire 
data set. In the process, we also investigated sentiments conveyed in the reviews. 
For sentiment analysis, the list of the most frequent words and the percentages of 
their appearance in the reviews were considered. Using that initial list, a new list 
of words related to positive feelings, including “good,” “useful,” and “excellent,” 
and another list of words related to negative feelings, including “bad,” “bor-
ing,” and “uncomfortable,” were created. Some positive and negative terms from 
a dictionary were added to complete both lists. From those two lists, the total 
of keywords related to positive or negative feelings, as well as the percentage 
that the total represented on each platform, was obtained. That percentage repre-
sented the number of occurrences of keywords indicating feelings in relation to 
the total words, including stop words.

B. Second, the co-occurrence networks of keywords for each platform were 
obtained. Co-occurrence networks of keywords are diagrams that capture words 
with similar patterns of appearance—in other words, with high degrees of match-
ing. Each diagram shows words (i.e., nodes) with similar patterns of appear-
ance and with high degrees of co-occurrence connected by lines (i.e., edges). 
Although one node may be situated close to another, if they are not connected by 
edges, then strong co-occurrence does not exist. Thicker edges indicate a stron-
ger co-occurrence, and larger nodes represent higher-frequency words. Words 
in the same group of words (i.e., subgraph) are connected by solid edges, while 
those in different groups of words (subgraphs) are connected with dashed edges. 
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Subgraphs are used to represent parts of the network that are more closely asso-
ciated with each other through color-coding. In the color-coding scheme of KH 
Coder software, a word on a white background enclosed in a black circle is inde-
pendent (Higuchi 2016). Subgraphs help to detect the most common patterns in 
the appearance of words. The co-occurrence network has been used as an analyti-
cal technique from the very beginning of content analysis (Osgood 1959). Since 
then, Tussyadiah and Zach (2015), for instance, have used the co-occurrence 
network to explore the competitive edge of P2P accommodations compared with 
hotels by extracting key themes from OTRs to explain the key service attributes 
of guests’ experiences.

C. From the co-occurrence network, the attributes that influenced users’ experience 
were deducted. To do that, we selected the most frequent term or node word 
in each subgraph (i.e., group of words) from the co-occurrence network. Then, 
focusing on that node word, collocation statistics with other words were calcu-
lated. Those listed words had a direct association with the original node word. 
The list of words received a score representing the frequency and intensity of 
relationship with the node word (see Tables 5, 6 and 7). Each default score using 
the function f(w) was computed by the software using the following equation:

 
f (w) =

5∑

i=1

(li + ri)

i
 (1)

As the equation shows, “In general, the greater the frequency that a certain word 
w appears before or after the node word (li+ ri), the larger the value f(w)” (Higuchi 
2016; pp. 39–40). To calculate f(w), frequencies (li+ ri) are divided by i, “which 
weighs the frequencies according to their distance from the node word. Thus, words 
that appear nearer to the node word (i.e., with a smaller i) have greater weight than 
those that occur before or after the node word” (Higuchi 2016; pp. 39–40).

Next, the group of words was given a name (i.e., attribute), and each word in that 
list, using collocation statistics, with its score represents the elements related to each 
attribute. The same procedure was conducted with each co-occurrence network iden-
tified for each P2P accommodation platform.

It is worth noting that this research proposes an in-depth and progressive analysis 
from small, unique units of analysis, which are the terms (keywords) to the identifica-
tion and definition of attributes that influence the experiences of P2P accommodation 
users based on how the terms co-occur and relate to one another. Using qualitative 
analysis, once the characteristics and the elements or group of words related to each 
attribute were identified, each attribute that influenced guests’ experience was linked 
with an accommodation sharing experience. Doing so helped to determine which 
attributes were more closely related to the cognitive, affective, and authenticity 
dimensions. Using KH Coder software, we identified and read the reviews in which 
each of the terms related to each attribute appeared in order to classify each term 
into one of the dimensions. That qualitative process allowed the researchers to con-
sider the context, tone, and sentiments expressed in the review to perform a better 
classification of the text. For instance, if a term within the attribute was “beautiful,” 
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which appears in the destination attribute of Couchsurfing, we referred to the specific 
reviews in which that word appeared using the software KH Coder. To that end, two 
authors classified each review into a dimension, and any discrepancies were resolved 
by the third author. The reading of those reviews ceased when no new information 
could be collected. Those steps of content analysis were performed with the support 
of KH Coder 3 software, which is a free software for quantitative content analysis 
or text mining that performs well in analyzing English-language data and is also 
utilized for computational linguistics (Baltranaite and Povilanskas 2019; Hemsley 
et al. 2018). The statistical analysis function Standford POS tagger was used, which 
classifies data considering not only the word but also its conjugation, thereby helping 
to construct a more accurate group of words.

4 Results

This section presents the results of our analyses, beginning with the keyword fre-
quency and sentiment analyses, followed by the analysis of the co-occurrence net-
works of words. Once the attributes influencing guests’ experiences were obtained, 
they were defined and characterized according to the cognitive, affective, and authen-
ticity dimensions of the perception of guest experiences.

4.1 Keyword frequency

Table 4 shows the top 25 keywords from the OTR analysis of each platform, the 
number of occurrences of every keyword, and the percentage that each keyword rep-
resents out of the total number of words, including stop words. From a general per-
spective, the top 25 keywords point to different elements that contribute to guests’ 
experiences depending on how the platform operates.

First, Couchsurfing’s top 25 keywords included words such as “friend” and 
“friendly,” which are positive terms typically used to describe hosts. Their inclu-
sion stresses the importance for guests of having a host who establishes an emo-
tional connection during their stay. Other words, including “guy,” “host,” and “time,” 
strengthen the idea that, on Couchsurfing, the characteristics of the room, “bed,” or 
“couch” are not as important as an active relationship with the host.

Second, as shown in Table 4, some of the top keywords derived from HomeEx-
change.com were “apartment,” “home,” “place,” and “exchange,” which seem to be 
the main factors of guests’ experiences on the accommodation platform, in contrast to 
Couchsurfing’s keywords. “Family” is another word that is commonly used by guests 
in their reviews, not only because guests tend to travel with family but also because 
sometimes the host’s entire family is involved. Here is an example of a sentence writ-
ten by users in that respect:

We stayed 4 nights in this lovely house. As soon as we met Lupe and her family 
members, Luis, Pablo, and Juliet, they really welcomed us.
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Table 4 Top 25 keywords in online travel reviews on for-profit and nonprofit peer-to-peer accommodation 
platforms
Nonprofit platforms For-profit platform
Couchsurfing.com HomeExchange.com Airbnb.com
Total words: 455,803 Total words: 77,297 Total words: 40,136,519
Rank Keyword Count Density Rank Key-

word
Count Den-

sity
Rank Key-

word
Count Den-

sity
1 time 3,116 0.68% 1 apart-

ment
638 0.82% 1 apart-

ment
424,546 1.06%

2 stay 2,803 0.61% 2 great 551 0.71% 2 place 369,567 0.92%
3 really 2,731 0.60% 3 home 490 0.63% 3 loca-

tion
341,041 0.85%

4 nice 2,415 0.53% 4 nice 354 0.45% 4 great 329,721 0.82%
5 great 2,189 0.48% 5 stay 341 0.44% 5 stay 317,837 0.79%
6 place 2,128 0.47% 6 city 335 0.43% 6 clean 228,841 0.57%
7 good 2,098 0.46% 7 ex-

change
327 0.42% 7 host 219,699 0.55%

8 Barcelona 2,096 0.46% 8 Barce-
lona

320 0.41% 8 nice 204,123 0.51%

9 host 2,018 0.44% 9 place 305 0.39% 9 rec-
om-
mend

183,418 0.46%

10 thank 1,772 0.39% 10 house 294 0.38% 10 good 166,888 0.42%
11 lot 1,746 0.38% 11 perfect 282 0.36% 11 really 129,096 0.32%
12 meet 1,697 0.37% 12 easy 263 0.34% 12 room 127,605 0.32%
13 person 1,688 0.37% 13 time 262 0.34% 13 walk 119,059 0.30%
14 friend 1,68 0.37% 14 loca-

tion
246 0.32% 14 great 11,205 0.28%

15 night 1,619 0.36% 15 thank 242 0.31% 15 per-
fect

10,876 0.27%

16 make 1,605 0.35% 16 com-
fort-
able

234 0.30% 16 need 105,937 0.26%

17 day 1,512 0.33% 17 clean 233 0.30% 17 city 105,489 0.26%
18 home 1,506 0.33% 18 recom-

mend
226 0.29% 18 com-

fort-
able

10,186 0.25%

19 feel 1,447 0.32% 19 family 225 0.29% 19 trip 9,831 0.22%
20 city 1,366 0.30% 20 won-

derful
225 0.29% 20 time 94,935 0.24%

21 friendly 1,281 0.28% 21 good 217 0.28% 21 res-
tau-
rant

9,212 0.23%

22 guy 1,271 0.28% 22 host 217 0.28% 22 help-
ful

85,067 0.21%

23 spend 1,201 0.26% 23 walk 217 0.28% 23 ma-
drid

84,383 0.21%

24 amazing 1,186 0.26% 24 enjoy 216 0.28% 24 locate 81,909 0.20%
25 best 1,102 0.24% 25 really 207 0.27% 25 Bar-

ce-
lona

80,877 0.20%
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Third, for the for-profit platform, we found that Airbnb’s top keywords related to the 
characteristics of the accommodation. “Apartment,” “room,” and “place” were some 
of the most common keywords in the reviews on Airbnb. Moreover, guests using 
the platform used words such as “clean,” “location,” “comfortable,” “restaurant,” 
and “locate.” Those kinds of words are akin to ones used in describing a traditional 
accommodation (e.g., hotel), and it can be deduced that guests expect to find attri-
butes similar to those in traditional accommodations (hotels).

As shown in Table 4, a considerable number of key terms related to feelings. In 
that case, good feelings were mentioned more than bad feelings, which may denote a 
generally positive P2P accommodation experience. That amount of positive feelings 
is also important because such words convey lived experience, or experience related 
to personal feelings “activated by the process of tourist activities” (Marine-Roig and 
Anton Clave 2016). However, in general, Airbnb had the highest percentage of nega-
tive feelings, probably related to the fact that because users pay, they expect certain 
services in return. That scenario reaffirms what some scholars have called “destina-
tion image,” which considers the accommodation to be an element in the construction 
of the destination that is not only the expression of ideas, expectations, or the imagi-
nation but also of emotional thoughts and feelings about a place (Bandyopadhyay 
and Morais 2005).

4.2 Co-occurrence networks of words

After the high-frequency keywords were identified, a co-occurrence network analysis 
of words was conducted. Figure 2 shows the patterns of words’ appearance and the 
co-occurrence between words used in guests’ reviews on Couchsurfing. Subgraphs 1, 
4, 5, 6, 9, and 10 are of particular interest. It can be deduced from the figure that for 
Couchsurfing guests, accommodation is considered to be an experience in itself (sub-
graph 6, orange) more than simply a place to stay. Also, person-to-person interaction 
plays a significant role in guests’ experiences, as represented by words in subgraphs 
1 (light blue), 4 (red), and 5 (dark blue): “meet” and “person,” “friend,” “nice” and 
“guy,” “tell” and “story,” and “accept” and “request.” Those last words relate to the 
host and the time that the host spends in accepting a guest’s request. As shown in 
subgraph 9 (pink), two words with a strong co-occurrence are “conversation” and 
“interesting,” which indicates the importance for guests of the interaction with hosts.

By contrast, HomeExchange’s co-occurrence network, shown in Fig. 3, indicates 
a higher co-occurrence between the words “great,” “apartment,” “exchange,” and 
“stay.” This word exchange is used in the reviews of this platform, given the way 
it works, with mutual home exchanges. Words related to the location of the accom-
modation and good access to places of interest also have strong co-occurrences, as 
shown in subgraphs 3 (purple), 4 (red), and 6 (or orange).

Subgraph 9 (gray) shows the co-occurrence between the words “highly” and “rec-
ommend” and the co-occurrence with the word “exchange,” although its co-occur-
rence is weak. The characteristics of the accommodation (i.e., “clean,” “comfortable,” 
and “location”), places of interest (i.e., “restaurant,” “bar,” and “city center”), and 
means of transportation (i.e., “bus” and “metro station”) are also elements high-
lighted in guests’ reviews on the platform.
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Another element worth highlighting is the co-occurrence of the words “home” and 
“family” and “make,” “feel,” and “home,” as shown in subgraph 2 (yellow), which 
indicates a tendency of guests to positively value the accommodation if it offers the 
same or similar benefits as their own home and if it can accommodate not only one 
guest but entire families. That trend is understandable considering that HomeEx-
change is a home exchange platform.

Last, results from Airbnb (Fig. 4) revealed a highly strong tendency of guests to 
consider elements related to the accommodation itself. Strong co-occurrence was 
found between words such as “great,” “apartment,” “host,” “clean,” “location,” 
“stay,” and “place.” Those words (i.e., nodes) had a higher appearance frequency, 
as shown in subgraph 6 (orange). There was also strong co-occurrence between the 
words “metro” and “station” and between “city” and “center” regarding places of 
interest. It can be deduced that guests positively valued some accommodation facili-
ties, as demonstrated by the co-occurrence of “comfortable” and “bed” in subgraph 
11 (green) and “room,” “bathroom,” and “kitchen” in subgraph 2 (yellow). The 
results, however, did not reveal any evidence of interaction between guests and hosts 
or a large pattern of the appearance of words related to experiences. Most of the 
subgraphs show words related to elements that could also be considered by guests in 
nonprofit P2P accommodations.

Fig. 2 Co-occurrence network of words for Couchsurfing
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4.3 Attributes influencing guests’ experiences

Based on the results of the co-occurrence networks, the attributes and elements 
referring to each attribute influencing guests’ experiences on the nonprofit and 
for-profit accommodation platforms were deduced as explained in the meth-
odology. Tables 5, 6 and 7 show the attributes that influenced guests’ experi-
ences and the elements inherent to each attribute for each P2P accommodation 
platform.

4.3.1 Attributes derived for Couchsurfing

For Couchsurfing, four main attributes influencing guests’ experiences were 
identified, as shown in Table 5.

a. Destination

Fig. 3 Co-occurrence network of words for HomeExchange
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The attribute of destination included, among other words, “center/centre,” 
“explore,” “walk,” “enjoy,” and “Barcelona” (see the score for each word in 
Table 5) and seems to have played an important role in guests’ experiences. 
Accommodations on Couchsurfing, as one of the most relevant P2P accommo-
dation platforms, are readily available for guests in urban tourism destinations. 

Table 5 Attributes that influence guests’ experiences on Couchsurfing
Attributes
Rank Destination Score Interaction Score Host Score Facilities Score
1 center 133,834 cook dinner 51,733 nice 147,717 clean 62,917
2 beautiful 34,533 Spanish music 49,217 interesting 131,867 beautiful 30,367
3 explore 31,200 conversation 34,050 friendly 116,833 stay 28,750
4 know 28,867 share 33,067 great 104,067 really 23,600
5 walk 28,033 talk 31,200 amazing 102,005 good 23,033
6 place 27,467 life 26,067 good 98,067 nice 22,067
7 Barcelona 20,667 eat 25,533 kind 92,317 night 21,583
8 enjoy 17,183 hobby 25,467 wonderful 48,867 feel 18,850
9 visit 16,867 hang 23,950 funny 43,383 cozy 14,717
10 city 15,556 chat 21,967 helpful 41,167 comfortable 14,433

Fig. 4 Co-occurrence network of words for Airbnb
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Considering the scope of our study and the four cities analyzed, “Barcelona” 
was the word with the strongest pattern of appearance within the attribute of 
destination. Also, within that attribute, the word with a relatively high score was 
“center/centre,” meaning that it was a word with a high frequency and intensity 
of relationships with the attribute. In that attribute, most terms or elements may 
relate to the cognitive dimension because they relate to a spatial aspect.

b. Interaction

The second attribute identified in the reviews analyzed was interaction. Within 
that attribute, the element with the strongest relationship with the attribute was 
“cook dinner.” The attribute included words such as “Spanish music,” “share,” 
“talk,” and “eat,” possibly owing to how the platform operates and how it 
requires the presence of the host during the guest’s stay, which helps interaction 
to occur. Stays using the platform also tend to be short—on average, only three 
days. Guest conceive Couchsurfing as an experience (Kuhzady et al. 2020), and 
the interaction that guests have with their hosts during their brief stays helps to 
enrich their experience. That attribute and most of its elements may relate not 
only to the dimension of authenticity, given their connection with local activi-

Table 6 Attributes that influence guests’ experiences on HomeExchange
Attributes
Rank Destination Score Interaction Score Host Score Facilities Score
1 metro 11,017 home exchange 43,233 great 31,867 fully 31,867
2 locate 9,600 great 26,800 perfect 25,533 apartment 25,533
3 apartment 8,867 recommend 20,550 wonderful 21,283 clean 21,283
4 beach 8,367 wonderful 15,150 excellent 10,983 kitchen 10,983
5 restaurant 7,133 perfect 14,967 good 7,533 car 8,333
6 location 6,900 experience 12,367 nice 7,517 comfortable 7,533
7 supermarket 6,700 partner 10,333 fantastic 7,333 modern 7,517
8 station 5,483 communication 7,000 helpful 6,667 locate 7,333
9 center 3,900 fantastic 6,333 super 5,750 decorate 5,750
10 neighborhood 2,867 simultaneous 5,500 family 5,433 toy 5,433

Table 7 Attributes that influence guests’ experiences on Airbnb
Airbnb
Rank Host Score Destination Score Facilities Score
1 great 74,092 main 7,221 super 14,087
2 nice 24,682 tourist 4,992 comfortable 26,457
3 friendly 20,765 major 3,973 nice 25,734
4 helpful 22,712 walk 6,718 great 30,526
5 amazing 13,820 distance 5,800 sparkling 7,123
6 wonderful 11,888 restaurant 2,880 spacious 15,719
7 excellent 11,424 local 1,280 really 10,224
8 good 15,494 city 2,131 good 14,138
9 perfect 10,630 great 2,264 flat 10,600
10 super 11,001 metro 1,440 modern 9,336
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ties and things to do, but also to a particular travel philosophy that Wang (1999) 
called “existential authenticity.”

c. Host

The third attribute was “host,” which included words, primarily adjectives, 
such as “nice,” “interesting,” “funny,” “helpful,” and “kind.” The attribute 
influences the experience of guests due to the implicit relation and interaction 
between guests and hosts. Because both parties have to interact, a host who 
offers good conversation and an interesting or funny point of view improves 
the guest’s experience. Therefore, the host is a key element in Couchsurfing. 
Representing that attribute, most of the elements were adjectives that indicate 
emotional thoughts, and the majority of words expressed positivity. Therefore, 
that attribute was primarily related to the affective dimension.

d. Facilities

The fourth attribute identified was “facilities,” which included words such as 
“clean,” “beautiful,” “cozy,” and “comfortable.” Unlike with Airbnb, where 
guests put the most value on accommodation facilities, facilities are not as 
important as the other attributes for users of Couchsurfing; even so, they influ-
ence the experience of guests. Guests mostly seek clean accommodations; how-
ever, as mentioned, the stays tend to be short, and the accommodation itself 
does not play a starring role in the experience. The attribute of facilities mostly 
related to the affective component because most of its elements evaluated per-
sonal experience, with terms such as “good,” “comfortable,” and “nice.” (See 
Fig. 5).

4.3.2 Attributes derived for HomeExchange

Table 6 shows attributes and elements related to them that influence guests’ experi-
ences on HomeExchange.

a. Destination

As with Couchsurfing, destination was the first attribute identified. In their expe-
riences, guests positively valued places at the destination. The word “neighbor-
hood,” for instance, indicates that hosts value their experience more when the 
accommodation is in a safe, well-located neighborhood and has various ameni-
ties. Examples of HomeExchange users’ reviews on that count include:

 ● “Neighborhood is just fantastic (many restaurants, shops, groceries,…!).”
 ● “It’s close to everything—transit, shops, restaurants, and the beach!”
 ● “Their apartment is very nice, quiet, and sunny. They are well located: metro sta-

tion is across the street, many bus stops in Gracia.”
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Because stays using the platform tend to be long, guests want the accommoda-
tion to be in a safe neighborhood with stores and that is convenient to places 
of interest. The attribute mostly related to the dimension of authenticity, for it 
represents the possibility for guests to experience life as locals do within a local 
environment.

b. Interaction.

The attribute of interaction included the words “home,” “great,” “recommend,” 
“wonderful,” “perfect,” “experience,” and “simultaneous.” The exchange 
develops with fluid communication between guests who seek homes that fulfil 
their expectations and becomes an experience in itself. Guests value the accom-
modation even more when the process goes well—for example:

Fig. 5 Attributes and their relationships with dimensions of guests’ experiences on Couchsurfing
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Actually, we had our very first exchange with Laura and we were more than 
happy to start our Home Exchange experience with her.

The attribute had an affective vein because most of its elements related to emotional 
adjectives or evaluations.

c. Host

As on Couchsurfing, the host emerged as an attribute that plays an important 
role in guests’ experiences, one represented by words such as “great,” “per-
fect,” “wonderful,” “excellent,” “helpful,” and “family.” The word “family” 
is an element of the attribute because home exchanges usually occur between 
families, such that the welcoming family becomes the host. The host influences 
the guest’s experience by being present not only during the accommodation 
experience but also before the exchange. The communication between hosts 
and guests before, during, and after exchanges is also an element within that 
attribute due to the importance for guests of a long-term relationship with their 
hosts. The attribute was mostly related to the affective dimension, for it repre-
sents positive feelings that emerged from the guests’ experience with the host.

d. Facilities

On HomeExchange, the attribute of facilities included words such as “kitchen,” 
“car,” “decorate,” and “toy.” Guests valued their experience more when they 
had the opportunity not only to stay in the house but also to use other elements, 
including the host’s car or the toys of the host’s children, as captured in the fol-
lowing reviews:

 ● “They even left us their car for a few days after their return to give us the oppor-
tunity to meet with our friends in France.”

 ● “Our son is about the same age as their children so we enjoyed all the toys and 
car booster they lent us.”

Last, in the attribute of facilities, most elements were connected to the dimen-
sion of authenticity due to elements at the accommodation that enable guests to 
have a local living environment (Shi et al. 2019). At the same time, the affective 
dimension also seems to play a relevant role given elements such as “com-
fortable.” In this attribute, the dimension of authenticity related to existential 
experience, which involves intersubjective feelings that emerge from tourists’ 
activities (See Fig. 6).

4.3.3 Attributes derived for Airbnb

In the case of Airbnb, three major attributes were identified (Table 7): host, destina-
tion, and facilities.
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a. Host

Even if the analyzed reviews present no generalized evidence of interaction 
between guests and hosts, in their reviews guests considered hosts as an influ-
ential element of their accommodation experience, described using adjectives 
such as “great,” “friendly,” and “helpful.” All elements in that attribute related 
to the affective dimension.

b. Destination

In their reviews, guests used terms related to places of interest. In the top 10 
were elements such as “tourists,” “city,” “restaurant,” and “metro.” In general, 
guests in Airbnbs spend most of their time outside the accommodation, for they 

Fig. 6 Attributes and their relationships with dimensions of guests’ experiences on HomeExchange
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value spending time in local neighborhoods (Tussyadiah and Zach 2016). For 
that reason, the perception of the experience and the destination image are con-
structed primarily outside the accommodation. In that case, the attribute had 
a cognitive dimension in being related to the guests’ expectations about the 
spatial element.

c. Facilities

A final attribute influencing Airbnb guests’ experience was facilities. Guests 
value finding a clean accommodation as an influential attribute of their accom-
modation experience. They used terms such as “super clean” and “sparkling” 
in relation to the attribute. The attribute of facilities was mostly related to the 
affective dimension (See Fig. 7).

Although some studies on attributes of experience derived for Airbnb have identified 
price or cost savings as a determining attribute of guests’ experiences, others have 
pointed out that, in some cases, price is not a relevant element of experience (Cheng 
and Jin 2019). Those contradictory findings, as Tussyadiah (2016) has indicated, may 
occur due to the lack of standardization of Airbnb accommodations.

Fig. 7 Attributes and their relationships with dimensions of guests’ experiences on Airbnb
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On the nonmonetary platforms, the attributes that influenced users’ experiences, as 
shown in Table 8, also have different implications. Due to the exchange-based nature 
of HomeExchange and the long periods of home exchange, the interaction between 
users requires constant communication, and users often wrote the words “partner” 
and “experience.” The host and guest often develop a close relationship that can last 
beyond the hosting experience. By some contrast, on Couchsurfing, whose users’ 
stays tend to be shorter, guests find interactions with their hosts to be more valuable 
as an attribute of their experience. The activities that they can engage in together in a 
local, authentic environment reinforce that interaction.

5 Discussion

Comparing the results of our study with the findings of previous research can provide 
valuable insights into the attributes and dimensions that shape user experiences on 
P2P accommodation platforms. Whereas prior studies have predominantly focused 
on cognitive and affective dimensions, we extended that analysis by incorporating 
the dimension of authenticity. For instance, Pera et al. (2016) have underscored the 
importance of self-storytelling in building personal reputation within collaborative 
communities. That finding aligns with our identification of attributes in the cognitive 
dimension that relate to guests’ expectations and prior knowledge, which illustrates 
how those narratives contribute to perceptions of users’ experiences.

Our results also extend previous interpretations of the attributes that shape user 
experiences by organizing the attributes according to for-profit and nonprofit plat-
forms in three dimensions that form the lodging experience: the cognitive, the affec-
tive, and the authenticity dimension. Our study revealed that, on nonprofit platforms, 
the attributes were indeed linked with the three dimensions; however, in the case of 
Airbnb, the OTRs analyzed were primarily linked with the affective and cognitive 
dimensions. Those results can be compared with the findings of previous studies. For 
example, Sthapit and Jiménez-Barreto (2018) concluded that the attributes influenc-
ing guests’ experiences on Airbnb were price, location, and host, thereby linking a 
social dimension with the host. However, and as our results confirm, price was not an 
influential attribute of guests’ experiences, and the attribute of the host mostly related 
to the affective dimension due to the lack of deep guest–host interaction.

Couchsurfing.com HomeExchange.com
cook dinner home exchange
Spanish music great
conversation recommend
share wonderful
talk perfect
life experience
eat partner
hobby communication
hang fantastic
chat simultaneous

Table 8 Elements of the attri-
butes of interaction on nonprofit 
platforms
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Our findings additionally confirm the findings of Tussyadiah and Zach (2017) 
regarding the importance of the attributes of facilities and the destination for guests’ 
experiences. When users stay in an Airbnb, they expect to have similar amenities to 
the ones received during past hotel stays (Cheng and Jin 2019). For that reason, the 
facilities and location of the destination have remained important. However, their 
results also highlight attributes such as “feeling welcome” that instead relate to some 
sort of social dimension. Even so, the wording of “feeling welcome” also reveals 
that, in Airbnbs, the host is relevant only at specific moments—sometimes only when 
welcoming guests—and does not engage in activities with guests. The result is a lack 
of any profound interaction.

In other work, Schuckert et al. (2018) have highlighted the significance of Couch-
surfing as an experience of cultural exchange that fosters authentic interactions. Our 
identification of attributes associated with the dimension of authenticity on nonprofit 
platforms supports that notion, especially by highlighting the role of host–guest 
interaction in creating an authentic experience. Moreover, in light of Gerwe’s (2021) 
discussion of the disruptions faced by the accommodation sharing sector during the 
COVID-19 pandemic, our findings emphasize how the authenticity accentuated on 
nonprofit platforms may contribute to their resilience in times of crisis.

Our findings also align with the results of Özgen and Biçakcioğlu-Peynirci’s 
(2020) investigation of the experiential dimensions of the collaborative consump-
tion journey in terms of sensory, affective, and cognitive experiences reported on 
both Airbnb and Couchsurfing. Along those lines, our findings indicate that attributes 
related to those dimensions play a pivotal role in reviews on both nonprofit and for-
profit platforms.

Santos et al. (2020) have offered insights into determinants of guest satisfaction 
and the significance of communication, the space, and information about the sur-
roundings. Those findings resonate with our study’s identification of attributes related 
to cognitive and physical dimensions in guests’ experiences on both types of plat-
forms. Santos et al. (2020) found that reviews within the sharing economy on Airbnb 
and Couchsurfing tend to be more positive than reviews of traditional accommoda-
tions. That result also aligns with our findings in the sense that the host’s presence 
might influence the guest’s experience and possibly their recollection of the experi-
ence during the recommendation phase.

In another vein, Decrop et al. (2018) have identified that the adoption of Couch-
surfing hinges on socialization and acculturation. Their study revealed interactions 
not only between guests and hosts but also between guests and the local community, 
a notion that our findings strengthen in showing that genuine experiences require 
interaction not merely between guests and hosts but also with the environment.

Last, our investigation dovetailed with prior research endeavors, including Pino 
et al.ʼs (2022) study, which aimed to enrich the ever-evolving landscape of P2P ser-
vices. By exploring the nexus between customers’ identification with service provid-
ers, psychological ownership of service settings, and customer–provider interactions, 
their work underscored the interplay that drives attitudinal and behavioral loyalty. 
That dynamic emerged particularly through cooperative interactions with service 
providers, which aligns with our findings underscoring the pivotal role of host–guest 
interactions in nurturing authentic experiences on nonprofit platforms. Such conver-
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gent evidence further confirms the value of genuine engagement in fostering cus-
tomer loyalty and positive service outcomes.

In sum, comparing our results with the findings of previous research highlights the 
multifaceted dimensions that influence guests’ experiences on P2P accommodation 
platforms and how those dimensions interact to create distinct perceptions among 
guests. Such a synthesis enriches current understandings of the experiential attributes 
that define the for-profit and nonprofit segments of the sharing economy.

6 Conclusions and implications

This study has contributed to closing the gap in the literature regarding attributes that 
influence perceptions of guests’ experiences in accommodations found on nonprofit 
P2P accommodation platforms. It has provided not only a comprehensive analysis of 
those attributes in both for-profit and nonprofit accommodation platforms but also a 
model to interpret them in relation to dimensions of experience. Although other stud-
ies have analyzed attributes that influence users’ experiences on P2P accommodation 
platforms, we contribute by offering the first study to have used the twofold method 
of quantitative text analysis, namely to identify the attributes, and qualitative analy-
sis, to classify them into dimensions and compare the results between nonprofit and 
for-profit P2P accommodation platforms.

6.1 Contributions to theory and methodology

Although previous research on peer-to-peer accommodations has considered the 
dimensions of experience, it has mostly focused on the dimension of authentic-
ity without considering physical elements (i.e., cognitive dimension) or emotional 
aspects (i.e., affective dimension) that may also influence the perception of users’ 
experiences. In response, we have proposed a new three-dimensional model of the 
perception of experiences to interpret the attributes that may influence guests’ experi-
ences with accommodations. We have also extended the interpretation of attributes 
of experience by connecting the identified attributes in for-profit and nonprofit plat-
forms with three dimensions that form the lodging experience: the cognitive, the 
affective, and the authenticity dimensions.

Our results show that, on nonprofit platforms, the attributes were linked with the 
three dimensions (i.e., cognitive, affective, and authenticity); however, in the case of 
Airbnb, the OTRs analyzed were mostly linked with the affective and cognitive ones. 
In that regard, our results show that the chief difference in guests’ perceptions of 
nonprofit and for-profit P2P accommodation experiences is authenticity, which was 
emphasized only on nonprofit platforms linked to host–guest interaction. From the 
reviews analyzed, it can be concluded that the attribute of interaction, conceived as 
the interaction between guests and hosts, had more influence on guests’ experiences 
on nonprofit P2P accommodation platforms than on the for-profit one. Although 
hosts of the latter type of accommodations influence the guest’s experience, it is at a 
surface level, whereas such interaction on nonprofit platforms was the chief trigger 
of the perception of authentic experience.
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The methodological contribution of our work is twofold. First, our results emerged 
from a massive amount of OTR data, which were subjected to a progressive, exten-
sive quantitative content analysis. In that analysis, we began with the smallest unit 
(i.e., words), established the relationship between words and their importance (i.e., in 
a co-occurrence network), deduced the major attributes from the main nodes of the 
network, and qualitatively analyzed the content associated with each node according 
to the cognitive, affective, and authenticity dimensions. Second, to the best of our 
knowledge, no other research has identified those dominant attributes and applied 
textual analysis using that type of process on nonprofit P2P platforms and comparing 
them with a for-profit platform.

6.2 Managerial implications

This study can be used by policymakers and DMOs to design and implement strate-
gies based on the real practices of tourists, primarily guests on nonprofit accom-
modation platforms, that improve their experiences at destinations and may enhance 
existential authenticity. They also can assist accommodation sharing platforms and 
hosts in providing guests with high-quality experiences. One approach to that end 
involves promoting cultural collaboration, in which both hosts and guests receive 
complimentary tickets to city cultural events that they attend together. The initiative 
fosters interaction between hosts and guests while enriching the cultural aspects of 
the destination. Moreover, DMOs can organize workshops offering local experiences 
that teach guests and hosts unique local skills or crafts, which would support local 
artisans and adding authenticity to the experience. Community tours led by locals 
can reveal hidden gems and offer a more genuine understanding of the destination, 
all while encouraging hosts and guests to participate together. Beyond that, culinary 
experiences, including cooking classes and food tastings in partnership with local 
restaurants or chefs, can allow guests to immerse themselves in local cuisine and 
bond with hosts over shared meals. Environmental initiatives, including community 
clean-up events and tree-planting activities, also enable guests and hosts to contribute 
to the destination by embracing eco-friendly practices. Language exchange programs 
additionally facilitate cultural exchange as guests and hosts teach each other their 
native languages. For their part, DMOs can also provide information about local 
festivals and events to encourage hosts to accompany guests to those occasions for 
a deeper understanding of local traditions. For instance, arts and crafts workshops in 
collaboration with local artists and craftspeople offer a hands-on souvenir creation 
experience that adds value to the trip. DMOs can also connect guests and hosts with 
local volunteer organizations, thereby providing opportunities to guests to give back 
to the community that they are visiting, which can afford a more meaningful experi-
ence. From another angle, host training sessions can empower hosts to provide excep-
tional experiences that improve the quality of accommodations and interactions. Of 
course, because attributes of Airbnbs are relatively similar to attributes of experi-
ences at hotels, Airbnb hosts can improve their services by offering exceptional and 
high-quality amenities in their accommodations that improve guests’ experiences. On 
top of that, Airbnb can design strategies to generate more interaction between guests 
and hosts, given the influence of the attribute of interaction in experiences accessed 
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on nonprofit accommodation platforms and, in that sense, avoid becoming just a low-
cost rental accommodation platform.

Guests using nonprofit platforms seek memorable, authentic experiences influ-
enced mostly by interactions with their hosts. For that reason, destinations should 
keep in mind that affording guests an enjoyable lodging experience by using those 
kinds of platforms aids the development of positive destination image for potential 
visitors (Baloglu and McCleary 1999), for those guests may act as subscribers of the 
destination. Such memorable, authentic experiences also relate to their existential 
values (e.g., self-identity, culture, perceived ideas, and personal growth) (Wang 1999; 
Rickly-Boyd 2013). The latter reason also explains why guests of those kinds of 
platforms may be more attractive for a destination given their travel philosophy and 
how they connect through interacting with hosts in the local environment. Although 
the volume of tourists in a city using nonprofit P2P accommodations is less than the 
volume of ones staying in hotels or Airbnbs, their experiences are more authentic 
and, therefore, more satisfactory.

Our findings highlight the importance of P2P services for the up-and-coming 
generation of tourists. With the new era of users who increasingly subscribe to the 
sharing economy and sustainable consumption, in which experience is a service in 
itself, designing authentic services adapted to them will help P2P platform owners to 
understand guests’ preferences and, based on that, create products and services that 
meet their needs.

6.3 Limitations and future research

The major limitation of this study was its exclusive focus on the Spanish context. For 
that reason, our results might be different in other contexts. Moreover, although we 
analyzed more than 700,000 OTRs on P2P accommodation platforms, they were all 
written in English between 2018 and February 2020, and the number of OTRs from 
Airbnb was significantly higher than the number of OTRs analyzed for the other two 
platforms. We also analyzed data from before the COVID-19 pandemic, and the per-
ception of experience attributes might have changed since then. Last, regarding the 
research technique used, the categorization of attributes might have involved some 
subjectivity.

In view of those limitations, future research could compare OTRs from previous 
and post-pandemic contexts. Languages other than English could also be considered 
to observe cultural or behavioral differences. For instance, are users writing in Span-
ish or French influenced by the same attributes as those writing in English on both 
types of P2P accommodation platforms? Moreover, it could be helpful to consider 
the country of residence of guests, for there may be some cultural implications of 
nationality. Our study should also be extrapolated to the world’s other top 10 tourist 
destinations to discover whether results differ from one destination to another. Future 
research could additionally be carried out using other software for textual analy-
sis—for example, Iramuteq—and other multivariate statistical techniques, including 
cluster or correspondence analysis, to segment and profile users.

Future research could also illuminate our results by discriminating reviews on 
Airbnb between users who have rented a single room and ones who have rented an 
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entire accommodation. Moreover, future studies could focus on the nuanced dynam-
ics of the perception of user experience across a broader spectrum of P2P accommo-
dation platforms. Investigating how those three dimensions—the cognitive, affective, 
and authenticity dimensions—interact and evolve over time could provide valuable 
insights into the evolving nature of guests’ experiences. On that count, exploring the 
extent to which those experiential attributes are influenced by cultural, geographi-
cal, and demographic factors could also offer a more comprehensive understanding 
of their impact. From another direction, conducting longitudinal studies that track 
changes in users’ reviews and perceptions could shed light on the long-term effects 
of host–guest interactions on authenticity and emotional resonance on both nonprofit 
and for-profit platforms. Furthermore, examining the role of platform design and 
features in shaping those dimensions and their effects on user experiences could open 
avenues for enhancing the platforms’ effectiveness and users’ satisfaction. On top of 
that, considering the evolving landscape of the sharing economy (i.e., investigating 
how emerging platform models and innovative sharing concepts align with or reshape 
those dimensions) would contribute to a holistic comprehension of the P2P accom-
modation phenomenon. Last, future research on nonmonetary collaborative accom-
modation platforms, considering the results of our study, needs to investigate whether 
the dimension of authenticity remains the most significant. To further explore those 
dynamics, it would be pertinent to extend the analysis to additional platforms with 
similar nonmonetary models and include more recent reviews, particularly to learn 
whether authenticity remains predominant or if other emerging dimensions have 
come into play.
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